
Supply Info: Copic markers

I teach with and recommend that my students use Copic Markers.

While I do not object to using other brands of alcohol makers, I must caution that 
you will not get the same results as students using genuine Copics.

Many assume that the difference between Copic and other brands is something
magical in the ink. In my experience, there is little difference between Copic ink
and other brand inks.

The difference is the maker nibs.
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Copic Sketch Markers and Copic Ciao (pronounced “chow”) Markers have a uniquely springy brush 
nib. Copic brush nibs also tend to be juicier than other brands. The combination of bounciness with 
easy flow allows you to color and blend with minimal strokes.

Bullet nibs were designed for controlled low-flow applications such as precision lettering. Easy
blending requires a brush nib. Bullet nibs make blending harder.

I own both Sketch and Ciao style Copics. Both have the same brush nib and the same ink. Both are
refillable. The only difference between the two styles is barrel style and cap locking mechanism.

SKETCH Pros:
• marker color listed on both caps
     and barrel
• larger reservoir means fewer refills
• flattened barrel prevents roll-away
• easier to hold and control for those 
     with arthritis
• available in all Copic ink colors
SKETCH Cons:
• more expensive at purchase time
• caps are loud in class settings
• take up more room in storage and
     travel kits

CIAO Pros:
• less expensive to purchase
• lightweight and ideal for travel
• nub on caps help to prevent roll-away
• thinner barrel feels more pencil-like
CIAO Cons:
• limited selection of ink colors
• caps are color coded but have no number
     and no space for a sticker on the end
• small reservoir requires more frequent
     refills
• thinner barrel leads to more frequent
     leakage for those with hot hands


